Remote Associates Test Answers

Remote Associates Test is a psychological test that measures the ability to make remote associations. It was developed by Sarnoff Mednick in the 1960s. The test presents three words, and the participant must find a fourth word that connects all three words. The Remote Associates Test is used to assess creativity.


The Remote Associates Test (RAT) is a widely used measure of creativity that was developed by Sarnoff Mednick in the 1960s. The test presents three words, and the participant must find a fourth word that connects all three words. The Remote Associates Test is used to assess creativity.

Remote Associates Test

Remote Associates Test: What word relates to all three of soap, shoe and tissue?

In this set...

- shoe
- Remote Associates Test

Find a fourth word that is related to all three of soap, shoe and tissue.

Difficulty level: moderate

Correct solution: soap

More triads from the Remote Associates Test.

Remote Associates Test - Mike Stalkfleet

RP#_____ Version-E Remote Associates Test Each of the ten problems below consists of three "clue" words. For each problem, please think of a fourth word that relates to each of the other three "clue" words.

The Remote Associates Test | Creative Huddle

The Remote Associates Test (RAT) was developed by Sarnoff Mednick in the 1960s as a test of creative potential. It presents three words, and the participant must find a fourth word that connects all three words. The Remote Associates Test is used to assess creativity.
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